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Abstract

This project aims to apply Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (BERT) model to predict and classify the genres and emotions based on the
Song Lyrics. We hope those predictions can facilitate the automation of the music
industry.

1 Introduction

The importance of genre and emotion classification in music organization has long been recognized
by the industry due to the explosion of music recordings online [1]. Some music player platforms
such as Spotify are known to its music recommendation system, where they recommend music based
on their customer historical or genre preferences individually. It will be a good idea if users get
recommendations based on the mood of the lyrics. Lyrics-based analysis could provide benefits to
the music industry by automatically tagging the genres and emotions of a song uploaded by an artist
to improve user’s experience when searching for songs. The objective of this study is to build an
automatic classifier of the genres and emotions based on song lyrics.

In the study, we fine-tuned pre-trained BERT model and applied transfer learning for two classification
tasks: genre prediction and emotion prediction. The input of the model is the song lyrics and the
outputs are the labels of genres and emotions, both into 4 categories.

2 Related work

Past attempts to automatically tag the genres or emotions music mainly apply machine learning
models such as NB, SVM, K-NN, and deep learning models such as LSTM for classification [2] [3]
[4]. These models reads the lyrics sequentially and encodes it into single word embedding for each
word. Therefore, when pre-trained representations are contextual and even bidirectional contextual,
these methods would not work that well.
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In comparison, Bert makes use of transformer to read the entire sequence of words at once. Therefore,
it could uncover the contextual relationships based on all its surroundings (left and right).

3 Dataset and Features

The predicted labels for our dataset are one hot vectors that represent genres and emotions of the
song. The feature for our model is the song lyrics.

3.1 Emotions

We found a lyrics dataset called labeled_lyrics_clearned.csv on Kaggle that contains full lyrics and
labels of more than 150,000 songs [6]. The label is the Spotify valence attribute, ranging from 0 to
1. It describes the musical positiveness conveyed by a track. Tracks with high valence sound more
positive (happy, cheerful), while tracks with low valence sound more negative (sad, depressed).

We encoded the Spotify valence into one hot vectors with dimension of 4. In other words, we have 4
emotion categories.

3.2 Genre

To get genre of each song in the lyrics dataset, first we tried Python library LyricsGenius [7] of
Genius.com to search its lyrics pages. However, its search quality is not good enough to find lyrics
pages because it searches everything on Genius.com and only limited number of results are returned
per query. On the other hand, we observed that Genius.com has a template for its lyrics page url. By
following this template to compose a possible lyrics page url for each song in the lyrics dataset, we
successfully got 110,000 lyrics page urls from Genius.com. Then we used Python library Beautiful
Soup [8] to build a web scraper to scrape these lyrics pages to extract its primary tag which contains
its genre. Finally we also encoded the genres into one hot vectors with dimension of 4. Therefore, we
have 4 genres: r-b, pop, rock, and country.

3.3 Data Processing

Given the emotion and genre encoding, we combined them together as a 8 character string column.
Then We extracted 5000 samples from 150,000 samples because of the GPU limit on AWS. To ensure
the performance of the model, we balanced the data by randomly extracting around 313 samples from
each (genre, emotion) category. Then, we split the data into training data and test data with ratio of
9:1.

Figure 1: csv file of the lyrics dataset

4 Methods

4.1 Modeling

Before we apply the pre-trained BERT, we applied the encode_plus to tokenize each sentence, added
the special [CLS] and [SEP] token to the start and the endand truncated sentence to maximum length
of 512 which is allowed by BERT.

To fine tune our BERT model, we utilized AdamW optimizer and set batch size to be 10, which is the
biggest possible batch size due to the limited RAM of GPU, although the recommended batch size is
16 or 32. We tried learning rates of (1 5e-5; 5 9e-6) respectively.
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After getting outputs from BERT, We only use the output embedding of [CLS] token to predict
emotions. We use FCs to shrink its size from 768 to 3, followed by a softmax activation. Finally, we
use cross entropy as output loss function. We choose to use accuracy as our metric.

4.2 Transfer Learning

We started the modelling by focusing on classifying emotions. Following benign results, we applied
Multi-Task Deep Neural Networks (MT-DNN) to predict both emotions and genres.[4] MT-DNN
train the model in two stages. In the first stage, MT-DNN trained Lexicon Encoder and Transformer
Encoder by masked language modelling and next sentence prediction. In the second stage, MT-DNN
fine tuned the model, computed the loss across different task(prediction of emotions and genres), and
then updated the parameters and learning rate at the same time.

Figure 2: Architecture of our Model

5 Experiments/Results/Discussion

While training, we explore different hyperparameters, e.g., the number and dimension of layers of
FCs after BERT, the dropout possibility, number of warmup steps and learning rate, and we use
accuracy as our primary metric.
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5.1 Result

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the loss and accuracy of the two tasks during training. For genre
prediction task, the loss begins to drop after some epochs, and the accuracy continues to grow, and
finally reaches a level of 70%. For emotion prediction task, the loss barely decreases during training,
and the accuracy remains around 30%. After training, the accuracy in test set for emotion prediction
and genre prediction is 32.5% and 52.1%respectively.

Figure 3: Loss of emotion prediction during
training

Figure 4: Accuracy of genre prediction during
training

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the confusion matrix of the two tasks in our test sets. We can find in
Figure 6 that our model learns something in genre prediction task. However, even with the identical
network structure and parameters as genre prediction task, in emotion prediction task the model
doesn’t learn anything, instead it just predict every sample to be a certain class. We first thought it
is because the sample is unbalanced, so we resampled our input and ensure the among total 5000
samples, the number of sample of each class is equal. Unfortunately, since we split training set and
test set randomly, the samples are not perfectly balanced in the two sets, so the model still tends to
predict all the sample into one class, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 5: Confusion matrix of emotion predic-
tion

Figure 6: Confusion matrix of genre prediction

5.2 Discussion

We’ve encountered several problems in this project. The most serious problem is that the BERT
model requires a lot of computation power and with our limited computation power, it takes about
15 minutes to train a epoch even we just input 5000 samples. The limited number of epochs we can
train and the limited number of input samples we can handle cause our result to have both high-bias
problem and high-variance problem. We tried to solve the high-bias problem by adding more layers
to the FCs to improve it’s expressive power, try different warmup steps and different learning rates.
We find that among this methods, having a smaller initial learning rate (5e-6) can help most, but the
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Figure 7: The confusion matrix of emotion prediction, after balancing input samples

benefit is still limited. We tried to solve the high-variance problem by increasing dropout possibility
and weight decay, but it barely has any positive effects.

Another problem we’ve encountered is that, when conducting multi-task learning, we find that it is
much easier for our model to predict the genre of the song than the emotion of the song. We try to
address this problem by using higher learning rate for genre prediction and lower learning rate for
emotion prediction. We also find class imbalance problem for emotion prediction, and tried to address
it by re-sampling our input. Unfortunately, it barely has any effect, and the model still predicts all the
sample into a single class.

6 Conclusion/Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

We fine-tuned pre-trained BERT model and applied transfer learning to predict genres and emotions.
Due to the limitation of the computation power, we had to choose a relatively small proportion of our
data so that we did not achieve a satisfying testing accuracy. The reports covers the model architecture
and its limitations, as well as the possible remediations in the future.

6.2 Future Work

One of our difficulties is GPU limit on AWS, so one of our potential solutions will be Google’s
Colaboratory [9]. It allows users to write and execute their Python codes through a browser, and is
especially well suited to machine learning, data analysis. It is a hosted Jupyter notebook service that
requires no setup to use, while providing free access to computing resources including GPUs.

.

7 Contributions

7.1 Shiyu Li

1. Created and fine tuned the Bert model, analyzed the results
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2. Recorded the video

7.2 Chungfu Chang

Major contribution is lyrics dataset preparation including:

1. Searched bigger lyrics dataset and found the Spotify lyrics dataset which has 150000 songs
with Spotify valence attribute.

2. Wrote several Python scripts to
• build a web scraper to scrape lyric page of each song in the Spotify lyrics dataset in

order to extract genre information from Genius.com.
• encode each song’s emotion and genre.
• randomly choose 5000 samples and balance sample distribution.

Minor task is to find solutions for the issue of GPU limit on AWS. It seems Google Colaboratory will
be the solution but we do not have enough time to complete the whole experiment.

7.3 Chunjiang Mou

1. Wrote the majority of final report and ppt
2. Performed literature review in Bert Model to locate resources
3. Built up baseline model

.
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